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In recent years the field of archeology has become more and more

specialized. Individual scholars devote all their time to the study of Meso

potamia, or of Egypt, or of Palestine, or of some other section of the ancient

world. Some in fact even specialize in early Mesopotamia, or in Mesopotamia

of a slightly later period. The volume and complexity of the material available

is very great, and a full knowledge of the whole field is no longer possible

for any one individual.

With all the complexity of the field, it is amazing how unexpectedly

contacts with the Bible come to light. One never knows just whore something

will appear that throws light on a certain Biblical statement, or that has direct

interest in connection with some Biblical point.

A.very interesting area of discussion is the consideration of the evidence

on the long history of the reign of the Assyrian kings in comparison with the

Biblical statements. Assyria is the northern section of Mesopotamia. Here

many of the rulers were fiercer and more brutal than those of Babylonia. This

was quite natura1jince this northern area was more exposed to danger from

animals and from the wild tribes of the. In order to survive, constant

maintenance of a strong military force was necessary. Once the Assyrians had

attained sufficient power for survival, it was natural enough that this power

should be turned toward extending control over neighboring regions. In the

period from 900 to 630 B.C., with some intermissions, we find constant forward

progress by the Assyrian empire, conquering areas in all directions, and

extending its sway further and further. Echoes of this movement are fou4.-d
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In the Old Testament, until it reaches its climax, as far as the Bible is con

cerned, in the conquest of the kingdom of Syria and of the northern kingdom

of Israel.

The voluminous material from Assyria contains a number of references

to Israelite kings. The Bible contains a number of references to Assyrian rulers.

The contexts of these two types of references are often very different, since

neither one attempted to give a complete political history of their relationship.

It is interesting to examine these various specific references, in

order to see what light they throw on the authenticity of the Biblical statements.

Without precise information from contemporary sources, it would be very difficult

to write such a history as the Bible contains, with the references to the foreign

kings in the right order and in the proper relationship to one another. At

point after point, Mesopotamian evidence corroborates the accuracy of the

Biblical record.1

Another phase of investigation consists of examination of the spell

ing of the names. The Assyrian names were foreign to the Israelites, and,

in addition, had to be written in a type of writing quite different from that used

by the Assyrians themselves. When foreign names are expressed in another

language and with another type of writing, it is sometimes difficult to recognize

exactly what they are. Any comparison of present-day English spelling of

I
Reliable translations of many of the ancient Assyrian records are con-

tained in James B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testa-
ment (2nd edition, Princeton University Press, 1955). Pictures of many of the
Assyrian monuments and reliefs may be found in James B. Pritchard, The Ancient
Near East in Pictures Relating to the Old Testament (Princeton University Press, 1954).
A useful selection of portions from both of these volumes is presented in The
Ancient Near East An Anthology of Texts and Pictures by the same author
(Princeton University Press, 1958).
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Chinese names with the actual pronunciation of those names will show how

difficult this is. Yet the Assyrian names in the Old Testament have proved

to correspond with the actual original far more accurately than the similar

references in ancient Greek sources.

The Assyrian rulers were always seeking for means of maintaining

their hold on their conquests. It was one thing to send a great army to over-

come a distant region. It was quite another to keep the region under Assyrian

control, once the army had departed. Two expedients were hit upon, in order

to do this. One was the Assyrian emphasis on "frightfulness." The Assyrian

kings tried to terrify their enemies by gloating over the brutality that they

showed toward nations that had revolted against them. In no other ancient

records do we find q1t such an emphasis on cruelty toward conquered foes

as in the Assyrian records. This was intentional on the part of the Assyrian

kings, in order to terrify their enemies and make them less likely to revolt

once they had been conquered. Even a careless reading of the book of Nahum,

that great poem against Nineveh, the Assyrian capital, with its vivid description

of the downfall of the Assyrian empire, will show how prominent this feature was

in the minds of the Israelites References to no other ancient people in the

Bible are in quite the same tone.

The other Assyrian e:cpedient was that of movement of whole populations

from one area to another. This is abundantly illustrated in the Assyrian record,

and finds many echoes in the Old Testament. Thus we find the Assyrian kings

taking the people of Israel and carrying them off to another part of their empire

(2 Kings 17.6), and bringing in people from other sections whom they settled

in Samaria (2 Kings 17.24). The Samaritans originated from this mbthtza of population.
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It was a very clever ida to mix up the people so that there would no longer

be many unified groups that would be apt to revolt against the Assyrians, but

rather many small groups of alien cultured people in the midst of larger groups

of less cultured people who would regard them as the representatives of the

hated conquerors, and thus be very unlikely to make common cause with them

against the Assyrians.

The Neo-Babylonian empire, which replaced the Assyrian empire after

its downfall, continued the same policy of carrying out movements of population,

and it was for this reason that Nebuchadnezzar, when he conquered Jerusalem,

carried away the people of Judah into captivity (2 Kings 24,3.5-16; 25,11). At one

time many scholars questioned the accuracy of the Biblical account of the

exile, saying that actually only a comparatively few people had been taken away.

Examinationbf the remains of ancient cities in Palestine have shown a terrible

destruction at this time with the burning of the city and only remains of a

small settlement on top of it, built a long time after the destruction. The

accuracy of the Biblical story of the exile is abundantly verified by archeological

remains,




The Neo-Babylonian empire was a period of great glory but one which

lasted little more than half a century. The book of Daniel describes the

character of Nebuchadnezzar, who looked out upon his city and cried, "Is not

this great Babylon that I have built?" (Dan.4.30). German excavators have

unearthed more than a million bricks in the city of Babylon, every one of them

bearing the name and titles of Nebuchadnezzar stamped upon it. What other

ruler ever thought it necessary to put his name on a million bricks? Surely

the pride of Nebuchadnezzar in his great building work1as depicted Daniel,
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is no vague picture but a true characterization of this particular ruler.

Twenty-five hundred years ago this year Babylon was conquered by

the Persians under Cyrus (539 13.C.), The Persians tried to weld their empire

together by reversing the policy of the Babylonians and thus seeming to be the

friend of the various conquered nations* Cyrus issued edicts permitting the con

quered peoples to return to their own lands, often giving them help from

the imperial treasury. One such edict, contained in the bbbk of Ezra (Ezra 1.1-4),

shows Cyrus granting the Israelites freedom to return to their own country.

This Biblical picture of the Persian attitude exactly fits the archeological

evidence,

New light is constantly being thrown upon particular details in the

history of the Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian empires. As we learn more

about their leaders, and about the events of the different centuries, new

problems appear, upon which in turn new light is shed. It is, in a way, like

a comparison of a set of pictures regarding a period of history with a book of

words describing the same general time. The Biblical account and the archeolog

ical material rarely exactly coincide for any length of time. Instead there are

frequent overlappings. There are many points where each of them stands

alone without any correlate in the other. But new points of relationship are

constantly being observed, and in these points of relationship., when carefully

studied, it is always found that the two fit together. No real contradiction

has ever been proven.

On the other hand, there is often a danger of imagining a relationship

between two features which actually have no relationship at all. In such a case, if it

is later proved that the two matters are quite unrelated, this may lead people to

doubt the accuracy of the whole Biblical narrative. It is much wiser to go slow



and to check the materials very fully before making statements 'which may

later be proven false

Faith Theological Seminary
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JaX JheoEoica/Sernirtctr

ELKINS PARK, PHILADELPHIA 17, PA.

June 30, 1962

Dr. David Moberg
Bethel College
St. Paul 1, Minn.

Dear Dr. Mobarg:

Dr. Hartzler informs me that I shou1 bend the
archeology column to you and should try to cek it to you
before July 6 " I enclose it herewithy &st that it will
reach you in ample time.

You have taken on an tretig but ra1)demand-
trig task in assuming the etip,,b)the Lournal and I
want to join my thanks other, members of
the Society and to express. mciatlon ot your willing-%3'
ness to perform thisf4 a1cI thè\o?gntzation. Having been
editor of my col1eg iper tiig ynior year I am acutely
aware of the amourt i0f effo 'tht gos into reading proof and
arranging matters p1çrly, an Inow the embarrassment that
can so eas Tre hoittng slips through, in spite
of one, s ttorts oujdl1ingnoss to perform the task
deserves, tfle thanks all the members.

W'1last a you you were starting for a
convention irtou syt Ia or in that general region. Z trust
that you had an iñerest1ng time there and learned facts
that can be used in the service of our wonderful Saviour.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Allan A. MacRae
President

AM/yb
Erie.
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During the past two or three years excavation has been carried

on intensively at various places in Palestine. Much of the work

has been concerned with the period before 1,000 B.C. Since our

Biblical material relating to Palestine is mainly from the period

after 1,000 B.C, excavation from the earlier time Q sometimes

rather frustrating, -e*nee we have comparatively little written

material to give us help in. its elucidation.

One section of this earlier pertod in which there is consider-

able Biblical material 15 the period of the Israelite
fudces. Judges

is a difficult book to fntevifrret, since it tells about events in

various plrts of :t3leat Inc and does not always indicate how large

a part of the country was involved in connection with the activities

of each judge. taz qhronoogy o We penca cn tha Judges is still

largely unknown. If the dates contained in the book are ;iimp1y

added together it -malces -much too long a period end ue know that

many of these events must have taken Race at the time in

various parts of the country.

Archaeology corroborates number of pari;icula elements or

events mentioned in the hook of Judges but has no yet given us

sufficient evidence to show t how to fit together the various

parts of the hook. No one of the excavations now goIng on has as

yet made a significant cantr:Uution in this particular problems

but it lo possible that compr:rison tha results of several of

them may yet give us important clarification at vital points.

The excavations at Olbeon, Dothan, Shechem, and other sites are

constantly thcreas ing our knowledge of the practical background of

lift In early 'Palestine. Great numbers of small details are being
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added by each of these expeditions. Little by little these will

be placed together by archaeolosists. Excavations may thus some

times yield signif"cant results years after the actual work was done.

It is well to be prepared for discoverIes whlcn may at any ti-me

burst on the scientific world. Therefore, it would "Oe rood for

readers of the Journal of the American Scientific J,.Mllatlon to

have an idea of the background of some of the cities where excava

tions are etn conducted,

GIbson fint comes to our attention In connection with the In

vaclon of Jashus, when the men from Gibeon obtained a treaty with

Joshua by false pretonaca (rooh. r) 5ince the IsraelItes had been

ordered not. ;taY:e any t:een i; y wb the inhabitants of the land,

but o root than out entirely lout they he themselves corrupted by

their wickedness, thia; was a serious error and clear disobedience

to God2 commands. The Giheonltes had deceIved Joshua by pretend

ing to hare coma from a lone distance, Joshua ftiled in his re-

sponslity to carry out c full lnvestiation, before iakIng any

actual decLalon.

All through subsequent hIstory Israel sufftred a3 result of

the mistake of Joshua tn not lookinr before he leaned. God re

quired that the rush promise he kept Although the Gibeonttes

were reduced to servitude, theIr lives were carefully protected

all through subsequent IsraelIte history, and those who broke this

command were severely punished (2 Sam. 21:I-Q),

The preservation of the Gibeonites produced a foreign area which

separated the large tribe of Juaah in the south from the large tribe

of Ephralm on the north, and, humanly speakIng, had a great deal to

do with the eventualof Israel int2wpJ3atIons.



The Saturday Evening Post of February 8, 1958, carried an in

popular account of the excavationseon., including

ptcturoe of a remarkable water works cut out of solid rock in the

8th century B.C. This provided a constant supply of water out of

reach of' enemies. The pictures of the massive works iv-e% one an

idea of the importance of the etty which he might never have

realIzed from the 3iblical account. Yet the Bible tells us that

the city was so important that Solomon went there to make his

great sacrifice after he became king. Arid it was there that Solomon

had his faacus droEnI. (1 tnp'

Dothan is mentioned n the BThte; in the a'rttsr' nertod. Joseph

went thnhe Ic :kin:ˆ f er hI hr t;hors (Gory. 23: t ) and it was In that

neighborhosu that he iias seized by chccn2 pat into a pit, and

eventually sold to tb? (2L27ttt5 Th"T; ity is little mentioned

after that untiL we cor;c tc the later time of the IsraelIte kings,

when we ftad thct it occupies an iuportant place in the lIfe of

Eli.




Ever 5r4ce 1353 Dr Jeceph Free of Wheaton College has been

carrying on excausM 1.on :t Dothan. There he hazy unearthed sect tons

of the city thai; were octuslly in use at the time ofElisha. It

makes the Biblical hIstory seem much more real to see the

type of houses flvc. in and the actual situation of the people

among whom Eliaha rophezi IcC..

Shechem also was a cltj cf 3reat Importance In early times. It

was there that the eons of Jacob, through a trIck, treacherously

killed many of the Inhabitants (Gen. 34). On account of this

Ja&ob doomed the descendants of Simeon and i.evl to be scattered

abroad in Israel (eezt 49). In the account of the judaes Shechem



plays an Important role in the life of Abimelech, the son of Gideon.

Shechem later became the first capital of Jeroboam, who led the

secession of the northern tribes (1 Kings 12). For some reason he

did not keep his capital there long, but instead moved it to Tlrzah

(i Kings lk:l7).

German excavators unearthed portions of Sheehan early In the

present century. Unfortunately, their material was never fully

published The more recent excavations mturally can use better

methods and have considerably more funds available, but what was

dug up by the Germans is o course not available for further cx

cavat Ion *

EverytImo a new place is excavated much is learned about the

general life of antIquity and also about methods of oucceasfulex-

cavation At the same time much evidence is unavoidably destroyed.

Large works of art and inscribed tablets are of tremendous import-

ance, but sometimes even more is learned from bits of pottery,

from the type of houses and artifacts, and from the relation of

different material objects to one another. Once they are dug up

this relationship has been destroyed and all that remains is what

has been observed by the excavators and photographed or written

down. Thus archaeologists are anxious that excavation proceed as

rapidly as possible.,, in order to Increase their knowledge and im

prove their methodology, and yet they wish that all of the Import

ant sites could be left to be excavated after methods have reached

their greatest improvement, in order that the utmost possible could

Hazor has been. under excavatIon for a number of years by the

Department of Antiquities of the State of Israel. The other three
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plac E'we have named are all at present In Jordan, but Hazor Is in

isv Lat year we noticed somthin of the excavation at !azor

NOXe haS been lared since Headline in newspapers this sprfnZ,

declared that the actual date of 3hus conquest could he

settled as a result of the Hazer excavation. Unfortunately, this

particular statenent must be put down to the desire of newspaper

reporters for a sensation. One city alone will not determine the

date of 3oshuas conquest. Nor is it apt to be Immediately deter-

pined by any newly-discovered mstert.al. Mny details have to be

worked over by many scholars before established and secure results

on such difficult points as this can be attained.

Work on the Dead Sea Scrolls I proceedIng, with many scholars

studying the bits of manuscript that have been found. Sections of

every book of th Old Toatament except on have been found.

Sow of these seot ions contain only two or three words but In

other cases a whole book or a substantial part of it is hand,

Faith Theological Seminary
ElkIns Park
Philadelphia 17', Pa.
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The last seven years have witnessed an unusual series of

discoveries in Palestine. In the entire history of Archeology

there have never been more thrilling developments than those

which followed the original discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

In the spring of 1947 an Arab shepherd happened upon a

cave in the wilderness of Judaea, a little west of the north end

of the Dead Sea. In this cave he found some ancient clay jars,

which contained inscribed scrolls wrapped in linen cloth. He took

these scrolls to Jerusalem and tried to sell them. Some were

purchased b7 the Hebrew University, while others c-ame into the

hands 01* the Archbishop of the Syrian Church in Jerusalem.

In February, 19k8, a representative of the Syrian Archbishop

went to the American Schoo of' Oriental Research to ask if its

members could identify some old Hebrew scrolls which, the mes

senger said., had been found uncatalogued in the library of the

Syrian Monastery. When the scrolls were examined, it was dis

covered that erie of them contained a practically complete text of

the book of IsaIah. Its type of writing suggested that it came

from the time of Christ, or even a little before.

This was rather hard to believe, since our earliest dated:

manuscript of any portion of the Old Testament in Hebrew came

the tenth century A. D., and there was little reason to consider that

any of our existing Old Testament manuscripts aside from one small

piece of papyrus, had been written earlier than the ninth oentux

A. 1). The possibility that a Bib1ica11 manuscript had been found

which as almost a thousand years was truly exciting.







The other manuscripts in the hands of the messenger from the Syrian Arch.

bishop, a1thou eomhat fra antarAof considerable interest One was a commen.

tary on T{abbakkuk; another was the Manual of Discipline of on anotent Jewish eot0

It was not evewh4$ the original story that these manuscripts had. been fount in the

monastery library, was withdrawn, and it ws stated had. been purchased. from some Arabs

who had discovered, them in a cave in the desert.

The I aiah Scroll was completely photographed at once As scholars noted. its

aloes similarity to the text of Isaiah which is found. in or presett ifebrew Bible0 some

of them were thrilled. at this remarkable ovideuco, cd.rrymn back our knowledge of the

Hebrew text of Isaiah almo8t a thousaxt, years and showing hw xel1ently on the whole
71

our iblictl Hebrew text has been preserved by the great care of the scribes* Others

however, found it impossible to believe that thd,t.nucript was actuallyoldas

They recalled the words Cu the originel messenger of the archbiho) that these scrolls

had. been fouid. in the archbishop1s library, and insisted. that they ware not =cient at

all, but that they came from the Middle Ages. For a time it looked. as if scholarly

opinion iould. veer in this direction* The genuiness of the scrolls and their dating

sboen discussed by numerous scholars from many lands* 1ow, however, ne facts have

come to iiht which seem definitely to settle the matter.

It was very hard to do much investigating in Palestine Immediately after the

scrolls became known, since the land. was then in the throes of war betwsn the Jews end.

the Arab. After the situation had. quieted down, and. a definite borderline had been

establishe it became possible to examine the cave from which the Bedouins said that

the norolls had been taken. Hers many jars were found, together with huidred.a of frag

ment of manuscripts, some of which demonstrably came from the very manuscripts which

the Beó.ouins had sold Archeologists, who have ozanitned. the jars found in the cave,

declare that many of them are of a type which ws not produced after 100 Paleou.

graphers have ariied. strongly for a similar date for most of the ecrolle Some of the

linen cloth found. in the cave was sent to the Institute for Nuclear Studies of the







University of Chicago which reported in January, 1951, that investigation of it. Oar"

bon 14 content indicated that its origin could be dated at 33 A plur minus two

hundred. years. This certainly fits with an early date rather than with a medieval data

for the scrolls

The contents of tJa3k the non-Biblical scrolls found in the cave have been

muph diseussed and it was suggested that they were related to the so-called ZaAakits

Fragments, found in Egypt fifty years ago, which told of a sect of Jews living in the

desert, which had. fled from persecution to Dam&soua4

Near the cave where the tablets were found., there was an old. rain, known as

Xhirbet iran0 This was excavated in 1951 and. 1953 It proved to be the headquarters

of a group of Jews which began to use it in the second centy BGC.y\emans of a

scriptorium were found., which was evidently the place where the scrolls had been

copied. Hear it other caves were discovered, One of these, situated in the opposite

direction from ave One, contained pieces of over one hundred. scrolls. ilay of these

pieces have been fitted. together, and portions of almost every book of the Old Test

mentkve been id.entified6 Some of the manuscripts contain parts of the Zadoktte Yrag

mente, verifying the theory that the group which produced these soroU, is the very

one described in the Za.d.okite writings which were found. in Egypt fifty years ago, The

nonBib1ica1 writi4havo many allusions to contemporary events, expressed., however,

in veiled language,* Some of them are thought to refer to incidents in connection with

the Maceabean revolt of around 168

All this naturliy stimulated the seven hundred Bedouin who live in the area

to hunt;. through these wild and desolate desert regions for more caves, Soon other

manuscripts began to appear for sale in Jerusalem. iany of these came from two caves

which had been discovered in a distant wad.i two imndrecl feet up the side of a six

hundred foot cliffs These caves were so large that about fifty men could o& in

them t, one time. They have provided us another great collection of mem.seript
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fragments., e4etters of a typo used a century or two later

than those previously discovered. Among them are many which deal

vith the second Jewish Revolt against the Romans (132 to 135 14. D.),.

They throw much light on the history of that time, and give further

evidence of the early date of the other manuscripts.

The study of the manuscripts from the various caves is bound

to be of great value in giving new understanding of many points

of Biblia1 interpretation) and in fixing the exact text of the

Old Testament in many places. In general they agree so well with

the established text that they show how very excellently it has

on the whole been preserved. The non-Biblical texts are also of

great interest, as they reveal the life and views of the sectarian

groups of Jews who wrote these manuscripts. T giat1y enlarge

our knowledge of this period of Jewish history, should give us a

better understanding of the Jewish world at the time of Christ,

and should cause great change in many of the theories of the on

gin of Christianity and of the development of Judaism which are

now widely held. There are so many tests and so many problems

connected with them that It is too early to draw conclusions much

beyond what we have already stated. It is already a most exciting

and complicated development in archeological study, and one which

should result in bringing many facts of great interest to tight,

as these scrolls are studied in coming days.



/1 Archeology and the Christian

The question may very well be asked, 'Just what interest does the Christian have

-1 in Archeology?" "Why xaxld shuld it be of any nrticnlar importance to one who is

trying to serve the Lord and to study the Bible"s"

In answer to this question, perhaps it might be useful to tell of an experience

which I had. a few years ago. On the day before Thanksgiving, as it hapnened, I went

and purchased a new pair of shoes. I had. not purchased. a now pair of shoes recently

before that time. The shoes which I got did not fit me very well. They hart my feet.

On that sime day, I went out to the un*tersity and. did. some errands in that neigh

borhood. After that I did not intend to return to my home aetual, but rather to take

the train from the 30th Street Station in order to go out to cermantown to have dinner

at the home of a doctor, who had. invited me there for Thanksgiving dinner. As it hap

pened, I was to have three Thanksgiving dinners that time, one the night before Thanks

giving,YJO( one on Thankø giving Day, and a belated one on the day following. It

is easily seen that this was quite an unusual situation.

When the time came for me to go to the station. I started to rush down the street

towards the 30th Street Station. I came to the corner and there I made a (,-eat mt mis

take. Looking to the right I saw a great number of cars coming, and. I waited i7natten

ly for them to pass. When" there came a lull between the cars, I rushed forward to make

my way across the street without thinking to look around to the left to see whether or

not a oar might be coming around. the corner from that direction. Thus it hapnoned that

I did. not at all see an auto coming from the left, which hit me with. its fender right

above the hip. It hit me so hard. that it tore a hole right through my overcoat and.

into my clothes underneath the overcoat. Had it hit me a little nearer the back, it

would have thrown me in front of the car and, doubtless, would. have passed. over me.

As it harioened., however, it threw me away from the car, and I landed. on the ground. and.

my head was hurt a bit, and. I was bruised all over. I got up and sat on the curb. I

man came up to me and said, "I noticed. the number of that car. Hero it is."

I said, on1 t bother. It wasn't his fault; it was mine."

I sat there a few minutes and. tried. to got my strength together, and. then started

\down for the 30th Street Station. After I had. gone two or three blocks, I guess the
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blood must have dropped down from my head and. left it rather drained. The result was

that I began to lose consciousness. A man at the street-corner, who was selling wers,

told. the policeman that I went up to him and. said., "Please nell me where 30th Street

Station is, and. why do I want to go there anyway?" He immediately called. a policeman.

1 knew nothing about this, for I completely lost consciousness, When I came to, I was

sitting in a chair. There were three policemen beside me. I stood up tth them, and I they
from

walked back in the direction/In which I had. come, to take me to the Univer. ty Hopltal.

As we went back, consciousness and. memory gradually came back to me, and everything

that had. haopcned. was like a dream. A number of thng, during that day, had. been quite

unusual in my experience, and they did not seem true or real at all. I felt as if it

was all a. dream. I could not remember when I had. last talked., whether that day or the

day before, or a week before. At the University Hospital, they put me on a bed., and. an

intern wan called to look me over to see if I was hurt. While I was waiting, as things

gradually came back to me, it all seemed. so much like a dream that I wondered. whether

it could be true. I had a dim recolloctto of having purchased this new 'air of shoes,

which hurt my feet, but I thought that it was all a dream. Then, however, I looked at

my feet and saw the new shoes on. Recognizing the shoes, it gave me the feling that

hic was not a dream but a reality.

I told the man who talked ihaxtx with me, that I had. a queer feeling that I was to

have three Thanksgiving Dinners. He said. that would. be queer indeed.. I told him that

I had. an/impression, a strange impression, that one of them was to be at the home of a

man, at which home I had. never before been invited. to a Thanksgiving dinners and. that
and.

this man was a doctor whose name rn I gave, /that he lived in Germantown. They looked.

in the phone book and. said that there was indeed a man of that name in Germantown. They

phoned tham him, and. ±tI found. that he was indeed. expecting me to dinner. He Imined,.

lately drove down town to get me.

\ \ Now what do these things have to do with. Archeology? They simply showed me that this
not

was/a dream, but a reality. The new shoes and the fact that the doctor actually was ex

pecting me at him home for dinner that night proved that my dream was not a fairy story

0r an imagination, but absolute truth.
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This summer a man told me that the Bible had. sonderful teachings, but it all seemed

to him like a £aixr story. Did. these things really hapnen, or are they somebody! e imag

ination? It is interesting that in archeological study, 110 can examine things which

have been dug up out of the ground, which were left there by the people who did things

mentioned. in some parts of the Bible. We can find, that the cities, the countries, the

great empires, the great kings, the important rulers, mentioned in the Bible, actually

lived, and. actually were important in human life. When we find these things, we see

though convincing proofs that it is not at all a fairy story, but a sober account of

that which actually happened in those days. Those were times of evil and. wickadne3s

an the days are today. They were times when men were turning away from God, but they

were times when God was actively inerferring in human life to order to bring Himself

to men./\ In these days, similarly, he is anxious that we should know about Him. He

has given us His Word. This Word. is not a collection of fairy story, but a true story

of things which actually happened. As He was active then, He is active today. He is

anxious to lead everyone of us to know that He Himself lives and. moves among us that

Re gave His only begotten Son to die on Calvay' s cros&that whosoever believeth on

Him might not perish, but have everlasting life".
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